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BALDWIN PARK, California. – January, 6 2014. MY Machine Inc., Inc. announced today the
expansion of their in-house CNC Machining Facility located in Baldwin Park, Ca. MY
Machine Inc. has acquired a coordinate measurement machine to expand on inspection
capabilities. This new CMM has a working size of X=48.00”, Y= 80.00” and Z= 36.00. This
decision was fueled by MY Machine’s desire to continuously improve their in-house quality
and to ensure a conforming product to their customer. The CMM utilizes V. Demis software
and has been placed in a controlled environment to ensure all parts are measured within a
68 to 72 degree temperature range. All MYM quality employees have now completed a
required training course in order to correctly utilize the software and machine. MY Machine’s
3 and 5 axis contract manufacturing facility has been in operation since 1997 and every
product that leaves its doors is manufactured in compliance with AS9100 Rev. C standards,
guaranteeing all statutory and regulatory requirements are met. MY Machine, Inc. has
succeeded in a very competitive industry largely in part to an unquestionable commitment to
quality, reliable delivery and customer satisfaction. Please refer to our complete list of
services to view the CNC Machine Shop offerings. Please visit our website at
www.mymachineinc.com
ABOUT MY MACHINE, INC

MY Machine, Inc. is a leading 3 and 5 axis aerospace contract manufacturing facility of
cutting edge technologies, and provides full build-to-print solutions for aerospace
manufacturing, research and development, assembly, tooling and other products. MY
Machine, Inc. has built its organization around the foundation of Building Quality Products
On-Time. The company is based in Baldwin Park, CA. For more information, please see the
contact information below.
MY Machine, Inc. enjoys an established track record of excellence with their customers.
Their expressions of satisfaction and encouragement are numerous, and they intend to
continue making advances and growth in the marketplace with more unique and effective
products, services, and solutions.
Contact Information:
MY Machine, Inc
5140 Commerce Dr.
Baldwin Park, CA 91706
Robert Barker
V.P. sales
626-705-1854
bobb@mymachineinc.com
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